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SEATING | TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Discover Swivel Stool
Discover D-Series swivel stools feature a pneumatic lift for easy height adjustment 
and are available with shell sizes of A+ and A. Also available with optional seat pad 
(DL9A-1, DL9X-1).

Shell 
Shell is one-piece, injection-molded polypropylene with anti-static additive. Color is 
dispersed across the polypropylene for an even appearance. Enhanced waterfall 
front edge and biometric design allows comfortable seating. Contoured shell 
geometry allows rear facing seating position. Fifteen integrated wrap around ribs 
are provided for shell strength. Both sides of shell are textured and constructed 
with a handle in the upper portion of the the shell with smooth edges for ease when 
carrying. Shell is permanently attached to the frame with six non-load bearing steel 
rivets.

Frame 
A pneumatic adjustable column assembly is attached to the base and seat support. 
Seat supports are two 1⅛" 16-gauge tubes with end closures welded to two 
16-gauge die formed seat brackets punched for concealed rivets. The one-piece 
shell is supported at the intersection of the seat and back with a 3⁄16" die formed 
mounting plate, welded to the seat assembly and riveted to the lower flanges of 
the shell to prevent excessive flexing of the back. Adjustable 18" diameter foot ring 
located on the column assembly provides 10" adjustment range from 8"-18" from 
the floor.

Base
5-star base is made of glass filled nylon and receives the adjustable column 
assembly and casters. 

Casters
Stool has five nylon hard twin-wheel free-rolling casters.Also available with soft-
wheel casters or nylon bell glides.

Compliance
> Complies with Consumer Products Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) of 2008
> Indoor Advantage™ Gold. Indoor air quality certified to SCS-EC10.3-2014
> Tested to applicable ANSI/BIFMA Furniture Standards
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BASE 
MODEL

HEIGHT - 
SEAT "

WIDTH - 
SEAT "

DEPTH - 
SEAT "

HEIGHT - 
CHAIR "

WIDTH - 
FRAME "

DEPTH - 
FRAME "

DL9A 23.4" - 33.4" 16.0" 16.0" 38.0" - 48.0" 24.2" 24.2"

DL9A-1 23.4" - 33.4" 16.0" 16.0" 38.0" - 48.0" 24.2" 24.2"

DL9X 23.25" - 33.25" 17.0" 17.5" 38.25" - 48.25" 24.2" 24.2"

DL9X-1 23.25" - 33.25" 17.0" 17.5" 38.25" - 48.25" 24.2" 24.2"

Discover Seating
Swivel Stool
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